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The Rescue Effect
The Key to Saving Life on Earth
Michael Mehta Webster

A

s the world continues to grapple with intensifying climate change, the
situation often feels hopeless. In his groundbreaking debut, Michael Mehta
Webster proves that hope can be found in nature itself. The natural world has a
series of systems—rescue effects—that automatically activate to help organisms
when their environment changes. The Rescue Effect illustrates how we can use
nature’s natural resiliency to help reverse climate change.
Webster details what scientists are finding as they dig deeper into how nature
rescues species on its own. These rescue effects are revealed in compelling
stories of species that are adapting to the changing world—including tigers in
the jungles of India, cichlid fish in the great rift lakes of Africa, and mountain
pygmy-possums in the snowy mountaintops of southeastern Australia. At the
center of each story, people play a significant role. Rescuing our environment
is not passive, and Webster shows that it takes people working in concert with
nature to reverse climate change.
Combining rigorous research and gripping storytelling, The Rescue Effect
provides the cautious optimism we need to confront our greatest challenge.

• This is the cautiously optimistic look
at climate change that readers have
been waiting for.
• Will appeal to fans of books like
How to Avoid a Climate Disaster,
All We Can Save, Regeneration, and
Saving Us.

Also Available:
Nature's Best Hope
HC, 6" x 9" | 256 pp, full color | $29.95/$39.95 Can.
© 2020 | 689900 | ISBN: 9781604699005

Bicycling with Butterflies
HC, 6" x 9" | 280 pp, one color | $27.95/$37.95 Can.
© 2021 | 686045 | ISBN: 9781643260457

The Atlas of a Changing Climate
HC, 8 ½" x 10" | 280 pp, full color | $35.00/$48.00 Can.
© 2021 | 689994 | ISBN: 9781604699944

Michael Mehta Webster is an expert in ecology,
conservation, philanthropy, and non-profit
management. His research interests focus on how
organisms and ecosystems adapt to environmental
change, how this information can be translated into
effective conservation strategies, and the practical and
ethical dilemmas that arise along the way.

The Rescue Effect
One color throughout; 320 pages; 6" x 9"

Jacketed Hardcover; $28.00/$35.00
Can./£21.99 UK
ISBN: 9781643261492
No. 686149
Ships: September

9 781643 261492
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We Are the ARK
Returning Our Gardens to Their True Nature with
Acts of Restorative Kindness
Mary Reynolds

T

he loss of biodiversity is rapidly reducing the ability of the earth to maintain
clean air and water and to provide food and habitat for all her creatures—
including us. We must take direct action to alleviate the unjustifiable stress on
the individual plants and animals and other life forms we share our planet with.
But how do we do it? In We are the ARK, award-winning garden designer
Mary Reynolds provides an answer: by restoring nature to our home gardens
and public spaces through acts of restorative kindness (ARK). So what is an
ARK? It’s a restored, native ecosystem, and a thriving patch of native plants
and creatures that have been allowed to re-establish in the earth’s intelligent,
successional process of natural restoration. Over time, this land becomes a
habitat for pollinators and wild creatures who are in desperate need of support.
In We Are the ARK, Reynolds details exactly how home gardeners can play
a role, no matter the size of their space. Readers will be inspired to take part in
positive environmental change and equipped to do so at home.

• Why do we need an ARK? We are
losing more than 150 species every
day.
• Mary Reynolds is an award-winning
landscape designer, bestselling
author of The Garden Awakening,
and nature activist.
• Learn more about the movement at
wearetheark.org.

WE ARE THE ARK

ARKS AND THE GREAT REMEMBERING

Seeing as it was early winter and a bright midmorning, I figured something must be amiss for the normally hidden, feral creatures to cross my path in
such a manner, so I got up from my work and went
outside to investigate. I followed the direction they
were coming from and wandered up to the end of
my laneway, onto the quiet country road where I
live in Ireland.

WE ARE THE ARK

Not so quiet today, however.
Across the road, there used to be an acre of

money.

thick, impenetrable, self-willed land that had

Unfortunately,

the

gardening

grown dense with prickly gorse, thorny bram-

industry has gotten away with those

bles, spiky hawthorn and blackthorn, and

damaging consequences for a long

voracious bracken. Today, a big yellow mon-

time, as there is a false belief that gar-

ster of destruction had landed. My neighbours

dening is a green activity, a way to con-

had finally gotten planning permission to build

nect with and be in nature. But most

a house, so they did what everyone does: they sent

gardens are no longer nature friendly.

in a digger to clear out “the mess” and make a gar-

They are filled with non-native plants

den, without any thought for the multiple families who

that have not evolved within the local

already called it home.

food web and are not supportive of

I stood there in absolute horror, forgetting to breathe.

life and its intricate relationships.

I had done this myself so many times, in so many places.

The choice of plants to dress up these

For more than twenty years I had been working all over

“outdoor rooms” is driven by subtle
marketing and fashionable makeover

22

programmes that dictate and direct

23

the general public’s concept of beauty.
Garden centres and nurseries are
among the largest sellers of chemicals
and pesticides. Gardens now typically
use ten times more chemicals by volume per acre than industrially farmed
agricultural land. These chemicals

32

Mary Reynolds is a reformed internationally acclaimed
landscape designer. The youngest woman in history to win a gold
medal for garden design at the Chelsea flower show in 2002, she
has since given that all up to be part of the solution to the crisis we
are all living through, the climate and biodiversity collapse. She is
the bestselling author of The Garden Awakening.

33

We Are the ARK
Full color throughout; 252 pages; 6" x 8"

Paper Over Board: $30.00/$38.00
Can./£21.99 UK
9
ISBN: 9781643261782
No. 686178
Ships: October

781643 261782
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American Roots
Lessons from the Designers Reimagining Our
Home Gardens
Nick McCullough, Allison McCullough & Teresa
Woodard

F

or decades, many American gardens fell short on originality. People were
content with cookie-cutter landscapes—the iconic lawn or the perenniallined front walk and picket fence—or they mimicked foreign styles like
English cottage gardens and Japanese Zen landscapes. This has changed
in recent years, as bold designers are championing an American design
aesthetic that embraces regional culture, plants, and growing conditions.
American Roots celebrates this diversity by highlighting a thoughtfully
curated list of designers and creatives with exceptional home gardens,
focused on those who push boundaries, trial extraordinary plants, embrace
a regional ethos, and express their talents in highly personal ways. Covering
all the regions of the country, the profiles dive into design influences, share
the back stories of the gardens and their designers, and offer informationpacked sidebars with design tips and plant palettes.

NICK AND ALLISON MCCULLOUGH

Midwest

Columbus, Ohio

“Gardening is my sport,” says Nick, the plantsman of the
duo. “It is what I love to do. It’s how I innovatively express
myself.” Luckily, Allison, a creative wiz, is happy to join in the
adventure, especially when it comes to styling spaces.
Most of the McCulloughs’ days are packed, between
leading their landscape firm’s design and maintenance projects, and managing their kids’ activities. So, in their off time,
the couple refuels by reimagining their own backyard with
new plant combos, Midwest antiquing accents, and designs
inspired from their family’s travel adventures.
When the couple built their modern farmhouse outside
Columbus in 2015, they envisioned the black-and-white
home would make a striking backdrop for their gardens.
They began by creating a formal landscape framework
around the house, with garden rooms to rotate new plants
and design ideas. They created modular spaces, including
a lawn, an adjoining gravel terrace, and rectangular perennial borders. They added structure with carefully pruned
hornbeams, massive evergreen hedge walls, and oversized
boxwood globes.
The exuberant play (or, as they call it, “organized chaos”)
happens within these contained spaces.

“I like creating garden rooms, and within these rooms,
I can play and change things up,” Nick says, explaining
that the landscape’s bones are influenced by his English
garden training, and the style’s impressive rigid forms and
green walls.
Along a massive hedgerow of Spring Grove arborvitae,
he’s loaded a perennial bed with swaths of salvia, bronze
fennel, mountain mint, allium bulbs, blue switchgrass, and
baptisia. He gave the space a Midwest flavor with three
sculptural rings of rusted wagon wheels.
For the limestone terrace just outside the back door,
Nick lined one side with three pleached hornbeams, and
uplit them for a dramatic nighttime effect. On the opposite
side, a perennial border overflows with repeated clusters of
salvia and alliums, as well as calamint, geraniums, and feather
reed grasses.

Opposite and Overleaf: Design partners Nick and Allison McCullough
and their two school-age kids welcome summertime on the terrace at
their Midwestern farmhouse. The terrace runs the length of the house,
with mixed perennial plants of blues and purples.

18

Nick McCullough is a certified designer. He holds degrees in
horticulture and art history from The Ohio State University
and studied landscape design in Northwest England. Allison
McCullough is the head of marketing for McCullough’s
Landscape & Nursery. Teresa Woodward has written for
many publications, including Better Homes & Gardens. She
currently serves as Contributing Garden Editor at Midwest
Living magazine.
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• This lush gift book explores how an
American garden is defined.

1

22

• Profiles highlight creators from
across the country, including
Elizabeth Banks in California,
Jeanette Bell in Louisiana, Benjamin
Vogt in Nebraska, and many more.

3

Opposite: Nick and Allison repot a faux bois
planter—a road trip find—by the door each
season.

1: James is a welcomed helper in

the garden. 2. A no-mow fescue lawn grows
beneath these red oaks.

3. Charlotte gathers a
4. A modular,

bouquet from the cutting garden.

reclaimed teak furniture set, originally from
Smith & Hawken, is one of the McCulloughs’

5. Perennials spill along
6. Allison cuts zinnias in
her cutting garden. 7. Nick’s style of organized
many bargain finds.

the gravel terrace.

• Nationally recognized for his
artistic vision, Nick McCullough is
the co-owner and lead designer at
McCullough's Landscape & Nursery.

chaos is on display with rigid boxwood and
looser perennial plantings.

8. In a back border,

birch trees are underplanted with ‘Autumn Bride’
alumroot.

4
7

8

Midwest

6

5
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LEARN FROM NICK
AND ALLISON

Favorite Plants
Nick loves textural plants that look great even out of bloom, and through the Midwest’s four seasons.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The McCulloughs make a
game of treasure hunting for
garden ornaments. They’ve
procured everything from
a vintage horse watering
trough to mesh minnow
traps.

Scouting for Garden Finds

you can intelligently negotiate bargains.

BE CREATIVE Challenge yourself to think of uses beyond the objects’
original intentions, or how they can become art in the garden. Clever
garden sculpture can be made from all kinds of vintage things.

SOURCE LOCAL FINDS ONLINE TOO Scour Facebook and other
online marketplaces for local finds. Also try expanding your search to
nearby cities, and plan weekend getaways around pickup.

KEEP TRAVEL IN MIND Before heading on a vacation, be sure to
research antique stores and sales at your travel destination. Purchases
make great mementos of your trip.

Midwest

DO YOUR RESEARCH eBay and Etsy are good places to check prices so

American Roots

GET TO KNOW YOUR BARGAIN OPTIONS Shop antique stores in
small towns, estate sales, garage sales, and flea markets. At home sales,
start in the garage for the best garden finds. A few favorite Midwest
antiquing events are the Flea Market Extravaganza in Springfield, Ohio,
regional Scott Antique Markets sales, the Rural Society Antique and
Garden Show in Mt. Vernon, Ohio (see Resources), and the National
Road Yard Sale across the country on the first weekend in June.

7

8

1: Buxus microphylla var. japonica ‘Winter Gem’—staple used to create
evergreen globes throughout the garden, with fresh, glossy green
foliage.

2. Panicum amarum ‘Dewey Blue’—one of the bluest blues in

foliage.

6. Calamintha nepeta var. nepeta ‘Montrose White’—sun-

loving perennial, and one of the best white-blooming flowers. Attracts

7. Nepeta grandiflora ‘Summer Magic’—catmint
8.

the garden. Thrives in summer heat, and looks best when backlit.

pollinators en masse.

3. Thuja plicata Spring Grove (‘Grovepli’)—used to create garden rooms,

with soft lavender blooms that repeat throughout the summer.

this shrub maintains a beautiful green all winter and shapes well. In

Allium ‘August Asteroids’—late-blooming allium that flowers in August.

this photo, the hedge is trimmed to 11 ft.

4. Foeniculum vulgare subsp.

vulgare ‘Rubrum’—herb with clouds of fluffy, bronze-black foliage.
Great food source for swallowtail butterfly.

32

9
von Stein’—non-blooming cultivar that directs all its energy into large

5. Stachys byzantina ‘Helen

Nick and Allison McCullough

SHOP SMART ONLINE When shopping on the internet, know your
key search words. Start with generic terms for a broad exploration,
then narrow to more specifics. Try terms like trough, patio, teak, ipe,
steel, galvanized, garden, outdoor, aluminum, and stainless steel. Also
search for outdoor material terms. Think granite, soapstone, slate, stone,
brick, reclaimed, steel, cast iron, and cedar. When shopping for outdoor
furniture, search classic brand names, e.g., Smith & Hawken, Gloster,
Brown Jordan, Frontage, Sutherland and Tucci.

9. Salvia nemorosa ‘Caradonna’—boasts beautiful, nearly black stems
with striking purple flowers. Reblooms multiple times a season if
deadheaded.
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Full color throughout; 304 pages; 8 ½" x 10"

Paper Over Board: $40.00/$50.00
Can./£30.00 UK
ISBN: 9781643261164
No. 686116
Ships: October

9 781643 261164
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Best Little Book of Birds
The Oregon Coast
Sarah Swanson

O

regon’s coast is teeming with scores of beautiful birds, and the Best Little
Book of Birds: The Oregon Coast will help you find them. From regal
ospreys and iconic eagles to frenetic sandpipers and colorful kingfishers,
this easy-to-use book from birding expert Sarah Swanson will help you
identify more than 100 commonly occurring birds that help make the
Oregon coast the natural wonder that it is.
An emphasis on best practices and habitat sustainability help empower
conservation and ensure that birding on the coast will be possible for years
to come. Perfect for experienced and budding birders alike, this sleek and
compact guide is the ideal travel companion for every trip to the coast.

TUFTED PUFFIN

• Perfect for new birders, this sleek
and compact guide is the ideal travel
companion for every trip to the
coast.

Fratercula cirrhata
Breeding adult
Face is white with thick pale
yellow plumes. Bill is large
and bright orange with a dull
yellow base. Feet are orange.

• This is the first in a new series—
with The Cascade Range and The
Washington Coast releasing next.

A large, chunky alcid that ﬂies around offshore rocks looking
like a black football wearing a clown mask. Their annual
return to coastal nesting sites is eagerly awaited by puffin
enthusiasts.
Seen on the ocean or flying around near nesting areas.
Nests in burrows on rocky islands and can sometimes be
spotted near the burrow entrance. Both parents bring
bills full of fish and squid to the pufflings.

Adults at a burrow.

Look for them at Haystack Rock near Cannon Beach
for the closest views and also at Face Rock Wayside
and Harris Beach State Park. Present on their breeding grounds April–September but move far out to sea
in winter.
Not usually heard. Makes a low moan in the nest
burrow.

Also Available:
Birds of the Pacific Northwest

See Rhinoceros Auklet entry page <xxx>.

Length: 6.25“ / WingsPan: 17”

45

FB, 5¾" x 8¼" | 560 pp, full color | $27.95/$37.95 Can.
© 2017 | 689665 | ISBN: 9781604696653

BUFFLEHEAD
Bucephala albeola
Breeding male
Head is dark, iridescent
green with a round, white
spot behind a sloped bill.

This ubiquitous duck gets its name from the resemblance of
its oversized head to that of a buffalo. They are abundant
winter residents on the coast and move up to mountain lakes
to breed.
Found on lakes, ponds, bays, estuaries, and slow-moving rivers. Eats a mix of plants and small aquatic animals
found by diving. Often in small numbers on small bodies
of water, and in larger numbers on bays.

Female
Gray with a brown head.
Bill is mostly black with
a little yellow.

Look for them at Netarts Bay, Alsea Bay Boat Docks,
and Bandon Marsh National Wildlife Refuge. Very common November–April.

Breeding male Barrow’s Goldeneye
White crescent on face and more
extensive black on back than Common.

Not vocal on wintering grounds.
See Hooded Merganser entry page <xxx>.

Female Barrow’s
Goldeneye
Bill is stubbier
with more yellow
than Common.

Length: 18.5” / WingsPan: 26”

81

Sarah Swanson is the co-author of Must-See Birds of

Best Little Book of Birds

the Pacific Northwest. A native of Oregon and lifelong
birder, she has held positions at Audubon Society of
Portland and WaterWatch of Oregon. When she’s not
writing, Sarah can be found exploring Oregon and
birding with her husband and their dog.

Paperback: $16.99/$22.99 Can./£12.99 UK
ISBN: 9781643260600
No. 686060
Ships: September

Full color throughout; 304 pages; 4 ½" x 6"

9 781643 260600
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Washington, Evergreen
Land of Natural Wonders
Photo Cascadia

T

his stunning photography book from the award-winning team at Photo
Cascadia celebrates Washington's diverse landscapes.
From the majestic Olympic Peninsula and Puget Sound, where water meets
and defines continent and city, to soaring volcanic peaks, to the dry and high
desert plateaus in the east, Washington’s landscapes are as diverse as they are
beautiful. Here, the award-winning team of photographers at Photo Cascadia
celebrates Washington in all its splendor. Washington, Evergreen is a journey
across the broad vistas and small, hidden marvels of one state’s indelible glory.
• A gorgeous gift book for locals and
visitors alike.
previous pages, left to right

• From the talented team at Photo
Cascadia, a group of seven
professional photographers who are
based in the Pacific Northwest.

Caption TK lorem ipsum lorem ipsum
lorem ipsum lorem ipsum

• Caption

TK lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem
ipsum lorem ipsum

• Caption TK lorem

ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem
ipsum

•

right Caption TK lorem ipsum lorem
ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum

•

• Includes a foreword by Robert
Michael Pyle.

Caption TK lorem ipsum lorem ipsum
lorem ipsum lorem ipsum

40

•

41

Also Available:
Oregon, My Oregon
HC, 10" x 10" | 236 pp, full color | $30.00/$40.00 Can.
© 2020 | 689997 | ISBN: 9781604699975

The seven photographers of the collective
known as Photo Cascadia , Erin Babnik, Sean
Bagshaw, David Cobb, Adrian Klein, Kevin
McNeal, Chip Phillips, and Zack Schnepf,
all live in the Pacific Northwest and have
dedicated their careers to sharing its natural
beauty while encouraging stewardship and
conservation efforts.

Washington, Evergreen
Full color throughout; 244 pages;
8 ½" x 8 ½"

Paper Over Board:
$30.00/$38.00 Can./£23.99 UK
9
ISBN: 9781643261409
No. 686140
Ships: October

781643 261409
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Mushrooms of the Pacific
Northwest
Revised Edition
Steve Trudell

T

his completely revised edition of one of our bestselling field guides features allnew photographs, updated nomenclature, and additional safety information.
Mushrooms of the Pacific Northwest highlights mushrooms commonly
found in Oregon, Washington, southern British Columbia, Idaho, and western
Montana with an emphasis on the heart of mushroom country, the low- to
mid-elevation forests of Oregon and Washington. Steve Trudell describes
and illustrates 493 species of the region’s most conspicuous, distinctive, and
ecologically important mushrooms. Helpful identification keys, photographs,
and a clear color-coded layout make this a must-have for hikers, foragers, and
mushroom hunters.
74

|

brOwn-spOred Gilled mushrOOms

brOwn-spOred Gilled mushrOOms

|
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TOp Cortinarius anthracinus
SAT-18-247-04 MZ048646
bOTTOm
Cortinarius balteatocumatilis
SAT-13-286-07

ochraceous to brownish and often enlarged
then tapered to the base, which is sheathed
with veil remnants and deeply inserted in the
soil. The very firm flesh is whitish to creamy,
then yellowish to ochraceous and brownish,
especially in the lower stipe, and turns yellow
with a drop of potassium hydroxide. The odor
is mild to pungent, fruity or earthy. The more
or less narrowly almond-shaped spores measure 10–12 × 5–6 µm.

Cortinarius balteatus

(Fries) Fries (Phlegmacium)

Cortinarius balteatus produces rather large
fruitbodies with a bluish to violaceous cap,
cylindrical to club-shaped stipe, and yellow
reaction when potassium hydroxide is applied
to the cap flesh. The dry to viscid cap becomes
ochraceous with age except for the persistently
violaceous margin, the surface often is cracked
at the center, and the margin is incurved and
often tomentose. The grayish white to tan
(when young) gills are narrow and crowded, and
the white stipe is rather stout with white veil
remnants. The odor is indistinct or somewhat
musty. The almond- to lemon-shaped spores
measure 9.5–11.5 × 5–6.5 µm. Cortinarius balteatus
could be confused with the C. variicolor group,
but those species have bluish to violaceous gills
and stipe, and a strong unpleasant odor.

Cortinarius barlowensis
Ammirati, Berbee, Harrower,

bOleTes

|

85

Liimatainen & Niskanen

Cortinarius barlowensis is a small to
medium-sized slender species with a moist,

“bOleTe” means different things to dif-

BOLETES

ferent people. To some, it means the species
Boletus edulis, the eminently edible king bolete,
cep, penny bun, porcino, or steinpilz. To others, it is any member of the genus Boletus. But,
more generally, the term is applied to mushrooms that have a fleshy cap and stipe, have a
spongy tube layer on the underside of the cap,
and are putrescent. Putrescent means that
a bolete left sitting out at room temperature
overnight or longer will turn into an odorous
mass of mush, seemingly alive with wriggling,
feasting “worms,” the larvae of small flies
that laid their eggs in the mushroom. So do
not leave your boletes sitting on the kitchen
counter when you go to bed! The boletes, in
this sense, represent a well-known group of
mushrooms that are most commonly collected
in forests, although some can be found in
parks and other areas with appropriate trees.
Boletes mostly range from medium-sized
to large. Generally, they lack a veil but in
some Suillus species a partial veil or veil-like
material is present and may leave a ring on
the stipe or cottony material along the cap
edge. Nearly all are ectomycorrhizal and
some grow only with specific tree hosts, for
example, Suillus ampliporus with larch and
Leccinum scabrum with birch. Others are less

TOp Cortinarius balteatus
SAT-18-248-07 MZ048652
bOTTOm Cortinarius barlowensis
SAT-09-261-14 MZ048714

more or less hygrophanous cap that is
gray-vinaceous to purple-gray or with blue-lilac
tones, and becomes brownish to dark vinaceous
brown. The gills are dull light bluish lavender
and become brownish, and the stipe is bluish to blue-lavender above and white to pale
bluish with gray tones below, and has white to
slightly ochraceous veil bands and a somewhat
enlarged base with white mycelial cords. The
flesh is colored like the cap and stipe surface.
The ellipsoid spores are fairly large, 7.5–12 × 6–7
μm. Cortinarius barlowensis is a member of the
group of species centered on C. anomalus (the
Anomali), and is characteristic of moist, coastal
to low-elevation montane conifer forests.

• Ideal for birders, hikers, foragers,
and natural history buffs, Timber
Press Field Guides are the perfect
tools for loving where you live.
• Our Timber Press Field Guide series
has 300,000 combined copies in
print.
• In recent years, mushroom hunting
has exploded in popularity. Having
a trusted, safe guide on hand is an
important part of every expedition.

choosy and can be found with a variety of
conifers or hardwoods. Thus, it pays to take
a careful look at the surrounding trees when
you collect boletes, as this often will help in
identifying them.
Many close relatives do not necessarily
share the morphological features of typical
boletes. For instance, secotioid forms (see
Odds and Ends section) often have contorted
or irregular tube layers, poorly defined caps,
and modified stipes that are shortened or take
the form of an internal columella. Gastroid
relatives of boletes called false truffles, such
as Rhizopogon (see Truffles and False Truffles
section), produce potato-shaped underground
fruitbodies. Their spore-producing tissue,
or gleba, is enclosed by an outer skin called
a peridium. Typical boletes can produce a
spore-print while secotioid and gastroid forms
cannot. There are also close bolete relatives
that have gills, such as species in the genus
Phylloporus, which otherwise look strikingly
like boletes. Other gilled mushrooms, such
as species of Chroogomphus, Gomphidius,
Hygrophoropsis, and Paxillus also are closely
related to certain groups of boletes, as are
earthballs such as Scleroderma and Pisolithus,
and the earthstar Astraeus, all of which occur
in the PNW.

Steve Trudell belongs to the Mycological Society of

Mushrooms of the Pacific Northwest

America, North American Mycological Association,
and International Mycorrhiza Society. He writes for
several mycological publications and frequently serves
as foray mycologist and lecturer for mycological
societies.

Full color throughout; 424 pages; 5 ¾" x 8 ¼"

Flexibind: $29.99/$37.99 Can./£23.99 UK
ISBN: 9781643260860
No. 686086
Ships: October
9 781643 260860
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The Complete Book of
Ground Covers
4000 Plants that Reduce Maintenance, Control
Erosion, and Beautify the Landscape
Gary Lewis

G

round covers are widely thought of as utilitarian—we turn to them when we
have a problem that needs a solution. Yet these plants also offer a diverse
range of beautiful and intriguing options with a variety of colors, textures, and
forms. They can unify a landscape, knit together plantings and hardscape, and
add extra layers of beauty, dynamism, and surprise.
The Complete Book of Ground Covers by Gary Lewis is a meticulously
researched reference that profiles more than 4000 ground covers that can
perform these roles with aplomb. No matter what kinds of conditions you’re
facing—shade, dry soil, heavy clay, excess moisture—there’s a ground cover that
will thrive and beautify your garden. Comprehensive, practical, and copiously
illustrated, this indispensable volume belongs on the shelf of every serious
gardener, designer, and landscape architect.

• An essential compilation of the most
garden-worthy ground covers.
• The 4000 plants include varieties
that can be used in a variety of
zones and growing conditions.
• Gary Lewis is the owner of Phoenix
Perennials, a popular retail nursery
in Richmond, BC.

Suckering PlantS • 15

Rhizomatous plants can form a
large, dense cover. ↓

The stolons of Saxifraga stolonifera and sempervivum
are somewhat short-lived, while the runners of
strawberries (Fragaria spp.) and Ajuga reptans are
more persistant. ↓

Aegopodium podagraria ‘Variegatum’

Saxifraga stolonifera

A true stolon grows from the main stem, producing
a rooting plantlet at its tip. Once mature, the daughter
plant can produce additional stolons radiating in any
direction. True stoloniferous plants tend to produce
intersecting networks of temporarily connected
plants, since stolons are generally short-lived. Examples include strawberry begonia (Saxifraga stolonifera)
and hen and chicks (Sempervivum spp.).
Thin aboveground rhizomes, stoloniferous rhizomes, or prostrate stems are sometimes considered to
be runners. They are usually indeterminate in growth
and travel in straight lines that root and produce
plants at the internodes. Daughter plants can then
grow more runners in any direction, which tend to be
more persistent than stolons. Examples include strawberries (Fragaria spp.) and bugleweed (Ajuga reptans).

from nearby gardens that pose little threat or plants
that persist from gardens around old homesteads.
Some nonnative plants can become “naturalized” in
wild spaces, where they operate like a native species
without deleterious effects.
To avoid planting invasive species, consult local or
regional organizations that focus on controlling these
species, such as agricultural extension offices. They

A

Suckering Plants

Convallaria majalis with Galium odoratum

Sempervivum and Jovibarba globifera

Suckers usually arise from adventitious buds on the
crown of a plant or nearby roots, though some plants
can produce suckers at some distance from the mother
plant. Suckers are usually produced by woody ground
covers and tend to arise from the soil, with upright
stems forming a sort of thicket. Examples include
Japanese anemone (Anemone hupehensis), trumpet
creeper (Campsis radicans), Himalayan sweet box
(Sarcococca hookeriana), and fragrant sumac (Rhus aromatica). Suckering ground covers tend not to spread
much during establishment and at a slow to moderate
rate thereafter. They usually form a dense cover good
for small spaces and slope stabilization.

Trailing or Creeping Plants

Barrenwort (Epimedium sp.)

Fragaria spp.

The vertical, suckering stems of Sarcococca hookeriana will
form a closed cover over time.

Many ground covers have horizontally trailing or
creeping stems that can be fully prostrate, prostrate
with ascending tips (decumbent), arching, or weeping. Examples include most ground cover Sedum spp.,
periwinkle (Vinca minor), carmel creeper (Ceanothus
griseus var. horizontalis), and creeping juniper (Juniperus horizontalis). Some have readily to occasionally
rooting stems, while others, especially shrubs,
produce procumbent stems that do not grow roots.
Trailing ground covers spread at varied rates depending on the species. Prostrate shrubs can take time to
reach mature size but can be interplanted with faster
growing ground covers to provide interim coverage.
Trailing or creeping ground covers are useful for filling
in around perennials, shrubs, and hardscape features

s we create a design for a garden space,
we naturally progress through a list of
priorities. First is to plan the hardscape and
the locations of pots and garden art. Next
comes selection of the trees and shrubs. Vines can
then be layered in and perennial plantings designed,
including any large applications of ground covers.
With the shape of the project set and the larger components in place, we can add the finishing touches such
as bulbs and more detailed use of ground covers. At
the end of a project, however, we sometimes forget the
importance and opportunity of such finishing touches.
After installing mass plantings of ground covers for
large areas, we may miss the smaller, more refined, and
creative flourishes that are possible with ground covers
as well as the opportunities to accent the larger plants,
soften the hardscape, and enhance the overall design.
Ground covers contribute to the beauty, diversity,
dynamism, and cohesiveness of any garden design. As
you select ground covers from a list of species appropriate to the site, consider several general aesthetic
considerations.

Ajuga reptans ‘Binblasca’ Black Scallop

slow-spreading ground covers may become lost in
large spaces, when a more distinctive planting of
larger plants may be more aesthetically engaging.
• Foliage In most situations, foliage is more
important than flowers.
> tyPe The seasonal behavior of foliage is
important to consider. Choose between herbaceous or evergreen perennials or deciduous,
semi-evergreen, or evergreen shrubs.
> ShaPe, Size, and texture Depending on
your design goals, smaller, finer leaves are
often better for small spaces, while larger,
bolder foliage usually fits the scale of larger
sites. The foliage creates the textural effect.
> color Foliage color can range from subtle to
bold and have a sizeable impact. Ground covers offer virtually every foliage color, including diverse shades of green, gray, silver, blue,
purple, burgundy, red, orange, and gold, plus
variegated forms.

• Plant Form Choose plants with shapes and forms
that are appropriate for the site, such as mats,
mounds, clumps, or dense and upright thickets.

• FlowerS Considerations for flowers include color,
size, bloom season, length of bloom, and pollinator
value.

• growth habit Choose between perennials or
shrubs and ground covers that spread via rhizomes,
stolons, suckers, trailing stems, or seeds.

• Fruit Some ground covers produce attractive fruit
that can also be valuable for wildlife.

• Plant Size Decide on the height and spread
required. Small sites will require smaller growing
ground covers, and larger sites can accommodate
more substantial plants. A larger plant in a
small space, especially a shrub, may serve as a
good specimen plant. Conversely, very low or

Japanese anemone (Anemone hupehensis) spreads along a wall.
Houttuynia cordata

Designing
with Ground Covers

Sedum spurium, S. rupestre ‘Angelina’, Thymus pseudolanuginosus, and Bergenia spp. make for a dynamic combination of leaf
shape, size, color, and texture.

• Quantity Determining the number of different
ground covers to plant in an area is important.
Planting a single species will create simplicity and
cohesion throughout a space. Planting two to three
complementary species can also create cohesion
with repetition but will produce a more interesting
and dynamic display. Although the use of more
species may sacrifice cohesion and harmony, it
may provide a colorful counterpoint to uniform
mass plantings of shrubs or large perennials or
make a more dynamic garden.
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Gary Lewis has had a life-long interest in plants and gardening.

The Complete Book of Ground Covers

His retail and mail order nursery, Phoenix Perennials, located
in Richmond, BC, offers more than 5000 different plants.
Gary has written for various garden magazines including Fine
Gardening and has been a frequent guest on local and regional
radio and television stations in British Columbia.
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Experiencing Olmsted
The Enduring Legacy of Frederick Law Olmsted’s
North American Landscapes
The Cultural Landscape Foundation, Charles
Birnbaum, Dena Winter-Tasse & Scott Carver

F

rederick Law Olmsted is often described as the father of American landscape
architecture. He, his firm, and the successor firms that sprung from it worked
to shape our parks systems, our suburban neighborhoods, and some of our most
beloved green spaces.
Experiencing Olmsted explores 200 of those spaces, including New
York’s Central and Prospect Parks, Stanford University’s campus, the United
States Capitol Grounds, Druid Hills in Atlanta, Lake Park in Wisconsin,
and many more. Readers will find contemporary and historical photography
and descriptions of each space that provide background on Olmsted’s most
important contributions. 2022 is the bicentennial of Olmsted’s birth, and there
is no better way to celebrate than with the pages of this beautifully packaged,
thoughtful exploration of the firm’s important legacy on North America’s
landscape.

• Celebrates Olmsted’s important
contributions by highlighting 200 of
his most important works.
• 2022 marks the bicentennial of the
birth of Frederick Law Olmsted.
• This lush gift book features more
than 400 stunning color photographs,
along with historical maps and
drawings.

Above: Lush plantings line the main roads through the Palos Verdes development, giving it true garden suburb appeal.
Below: Malaga Cove (n.d.). Right: One of the first houses in the new residential development.

Prospect Park, as seen from above, stands out as a clear oasis from the built environment surrounding it.
Enjoying the park, circa 1916.

With the appointment of Stanford White as architect for the
park, various sculptural features by noted artists and formal
structures, such as the Boathouse and entrances, were inserted,
along with embellishments such as the balustrade which sur
rounded the intended childrens pool. Most significant, the
imperious Soldiers and Sailors Arch at Grand Army Plaza cast
a different mood at point of entry. Such changes continued in
the mid to late twentieth century under Parks Commissioner
Robert Moses, the Works Progress Administration, and later
park administrations, as new demographics brought new
requirements for playgrounds, sports fields, a zoo, a bandshell,
and a skating rink that obscured the graceful Concert Grove.
With the appointment in 1980 of a separate administrator
for Prospect Park and the creation of the Prospect Park Alli
ance, ongoing research based rehabilitation efforts took hold
to restore features. As financial support would allow, buildings,
bridges, and shelters were repaired or rebuilt; compacted wood
lands were set aside to organically regenerate once detrimental
invasive vegetation was eradicated; an innovative new skat
ing facility enabled the lakeside Concert Grove to resume its
intended character. Most recently, the intricacy of the Endale
Arch was restored and recaptured. Prospect Park was desig
nated a New York Scenic Landmark in 1975 and listed in the
National Register of Historic Places in 1980.
EDE
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Above center and above: Balustrades and urns and stone bridges
provide formal elements that tie Prospect Park to the surrounding city.
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Spaces like the Long Meadow counter them with a pastoral mood.
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A non-profit established in 1998, The Cultural Landscape
Foundation® (TCLF) connects people to places. TCLF
educates and engages the public to make our shared landscape
heritage more visible, identify its value, and empower its
stewards.

Experiencing Olmsted
Full color throughout; 380 pages; 8 ½" x 10"

Jacketed Hardcover: $50.00/$63.00
Can./£40.00 UK
ISBN: 9781643260365
No. 686036
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New & Notable
GROW NOW
How We Can Save Our Health,
Communities, and Planet—One
Garden at a Time
Emily Murphy
686047 • $27.95/$34.95 Can.
2022 • Paperback • 7 1/2" x 9 1/4"
248 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260471

“Murphy offers a positive and doable
approach to addressing our climate crisis.”
—Booklist

PLANT GROW
HARVEST REPEAT
Grow a Bounty of Vegetables,
Fruits, and Flowers by Mastering
the Art of Succession Planting
Meg McAndrews Cowden
686061 • $24.95/$33.95 Can.
2022 • Paperback • 8" x 9"
288 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260617

“This master class will entice seasoned gardeners
and newbies alike.” —Publishers Weekly

Exquisitely photographed and filled with helpful lists
and sidebars, Grow Now is an actionable, hopeful,
and joyful roadmap for growing our way to individual
climate contributions. Gardening is climate activism!

With Plant Grow Harvest Repeat, you’ll discover how to
get more out of your growing space with succession
planting—and provide a steady stream of fresh food from
early spring through late fall.

FAT GIRLS HIKING

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR TREES

An Inclusive Guide to Getting
Outdoors at Any Size or Ability
Summer Michaud-Skog

686039 • $19.95/$24.95 Can.
2022 • Paperback • 6 1/2" x 9"
252 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260396

“Kudos to the author for
changing the narrative on inclusiveness,
breaking down stereotypes, and building
body positivity.” —Booklist starred review
From the founder of the Fat Girls Hiking
community comes an inclusive, inspiring call to
the outdoors for people of all body types, sizes,
and backgrounds. Trails not scales!

Make an Impact by Planting the
Earth’s Most Valuable Resource
Arbor Day Foundation
Dan Lambe
686106 • $19.95/$26.95 Can.
2022 • Paperback • 8" x 10"
216 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261065

“Reforestation is a practical way to make
significant progress…Every one of us can
join this movement.” —Marc Benniof
Equal parts inspiration and advocacy, Now Is the
Time for Trees is a rousing call for environmental
action and a must-have book for nature lovers
everywhere.
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Forthcoming
THE GARDEN REFRESH
How to Give Your Yard Big
Impact on a Small Budget
Kier Holmes
686081 • $27.95/$37.95 Can.
2022 • Paperback • 8" x 9"
256 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260815

Inspirational, practical, and
endlessly creative, The Garden Refresh shares
everything you need to create a productive and
lush garden that can truly be used and enjoyed.

THE GARDENER’S PALETTE
Creating Colour Harmony in the
Garden
Jo Thompson

689959 • $45.00/$60.00 Can.
2022 • Jacketed Hardcover • 8 1/2" x 11"
388 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699593

Lush, inspiring, and packed with
plants, The Gardener’s Palette
offers an entirely new way for home gardeners to
confidently and successfully incorporate color at
home.

THE MONTH-BY-MONTH
GARDENING GUIDE
Daily Advice for Growing Flowers,
Vegetables, Herbs, and
Houseplants
Franz Böhmig
686141 • $27.95/$37.95 Can.
2022 • Paperback • 8" x 10"
424 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261416

The Month-By-Month Gardening Guide is a yearlong primer on what to do when. It is a must-have for
any home gardener, new or experienced, seeking
clear guidance on garden success.

THE ULTIMATE FLOWER
GARDENER’S GUIDE
How to Combine Shape, Color,
and Texture to Create the
Garden of Your Dreams
Jenny Rose Carey
686038 • $29.95/$39.95 Can.
2022 • Paperback • 8 1/2" x 10"
364 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260389

With details on color, shape, texture and time of
bloom, The Ultimate Flower Gardener’s Guide is a
complete road map to a successful and satisfying
flower-focused garden.
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Forthcoming
LAKES

BOTANY FOR GARDENERS

Their Birth, Life, and Death

An Introduction to the Science
of Plants

John Richard Saylor
686048 • $27.95/$37.95 Can.
2022 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
240 pp • One color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260488

In Lakes, John Richard Saylor
leads an illuminating tour of the
most fascinating lakes around
the world, showing us just how deep our
connection to these still waters run.

Brian Capon
686143 • $21.95/$29.95 Can.
2022 • Paperback • 6" x 9"
280 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261430

The revised edition of Botany for
Gardeners shares accessible
information about how plants are organized, how they
have adapted to nearly all environments on earth,
their essential functions, and how they reproduce.

TEAMING WITH BACTERIA

URBAN FORAGING

The Organic Gardener’s Guide to
Endophytic Bacteria and the
Rhizophagy Cycle
Jeff Lowenfels
686139 • $24.95/$33.95 Can.
2022 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
172 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261393

Find, Gather, and Cook 50 Wild
Plants

Based on cutting-edge science
that will help gardeners increase plant health
and productivity, Teaming with Bacteria is a
must-have addition to every organic gardener’s
library.

Lisa M. Rose
686083 • $20.00/$26.00 Can.
2022 • Paper Over Board • 6" x 9"
236 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260839

Urban Foraging is a stylish,
scrumptious guide to
wildcrafting and a must-have for nature lovers,
foodies, and anyone looking for a new way to explore
the nature in their city.
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Bestsellers
NATURE’S BEST HOPE

THE NATURE OF OAKS
686044 • $27.95/$37.95 Can.
2021 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
200 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260440

689900 • $29.95/$39.95 Can.
2019 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
256 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699005

BICYCLING WITH BUTTERFLIES

THE HUMMINGBIRD
HANDBOOK

686045 • $27.95/$37.95 Can.
2021 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
280 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260457

686018 • $24.95/$33.95 Can.
2021 • Paperback • 8" x 9"
240 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260181

THE HEIRLOOM GARDENER
689993 • $27.50/$37.50 Can.
2021 • Paper Over Board • 6" x 8"
264 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699937

THE HERBAL APOTHECARY
689567 • $24.95/$33.95 Can.
2015 • Paperback • 7 ½" x 9"
292 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604695670

PLANTING THE NATURAL GARDEN
689973 • $35.00/$48.00 Can.
2019 • Paper Over Board • 6 3/4" x 8 ¼"
288 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699739

THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE
TO GROWING GREAT
VEGETABLES
686085 • $19.95/$26.95 Can.
2021 • Paperback • 7" x 9"
224 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260853

IWÍGARA
689880 • $34.95/$46.95 Can
2020 • Paper Over Board • 8" x 9"
248 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604698800
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